
PARENTING: Getting in touch with that 

               inner voice 

               By Ruth Mason 

 

               (May 3) I was very interested in your reply to the 

               mother of little Sophie, who used "unsuitable 

               language for a two year old." So I decided to 

               write and ask for help with my 12-year-old 

               granddaughter.  

 

               Sheli is very lovable and bright, but extremely 

               headstrong. My daughter finds her a real handful. 

               She is rude and obstreperous, always shouting 

               to get her way and ignoring any rules or 

               commands. When her parents do punish her, 

               they then often ignore their own punishment and 

               thus let her "get away with murder."  

 

               Homework is a daily battle, as she will put it off 

               as long as possible and do it as quickly as 

               possible. But if you can catch her attention she 

               will do it properly.  

 

               She has always been very obstinate and 

               naughty, but it is getting worse the older she 

               gets. Her parents have always found it hard to 

               restrain her, and even found her naughtiness 

               "cute."  

 

               When she was seven or eight and sent to the 

               headmaster for talking in class, she wandered 

               around for a time and then returned to class 

               telling the teacher that the headmaster had said 

               she should handle the problem herself.  

 

               She told her parents this story quite openly. 

               There's one thing in Sheli's favor: She is not a 

               liar; she will always tell the truth even if it is not to 

               her advantage.  

 

               However, her parents told everyone the story in 

               Sheli's presence. My husband warned them that 

               they were storing up trouble for the future, and 

               advised them at least to make sure they didn't tell 

               it in front of Sheli. They laughed and agreed, but 

               it didn't make them change.  

 

               The scenario was repeated over and over again.  

 

               When Sheli comes to visit us she is completely 



               different, quiet and lovable, almost demure. She 

               is still a chatterbox, but never naughty or rude. 

               She enjoys visiting and often comes on her own, 

               as she lives nearby.  

 

               If she is naughty in our home, she will always 

               apologize on her own initiative, which she would 

               never do at home.  

 

               Last summer, when she was 11, I took her 

               abroad for a holiday and she was as good as 

               gold. We got on very well and she really enjoyed 

               herself.  

 

               But at home it is a very different story. She never 

               requests permission for anything, just proclaims 

               that she intends to do something or demands to 

               be given something.  

 

               She has a very strong character and is very 

               much a leader at school. She has loads of 

               friends, who all follow her willingly and do 

               whatever she says.  

 

               She has one sibling, a brother of 15 who is much 

               quieter and has a very sweet personality. He 

               also has lots of friends, but is a much more 

               disciplined child and would never dream of not 

               doing his homework or not tidying his room.  

 

               The two get on quite well because Sheli seems 

               to be slightly in awe of her brother, and would 

               never goad him the way she does her parents, 

               particularly her mother.  

 

               Her mother was also quite a handful as a child, 

               but not like Sheli. She grew up abroad, where 

               school discipline was much stricter and there 

               were no conflicting messages between what was 

               permissible at home and at school. She had very 

               clear limits on what she could and could not do.  

 

               She seems to have lost all patience with Sheli in 

               the constant battle, and takes the easy way out 

               by punishing her even though she knows it 

               doesn't help.  

 

               I think the worst thing is the never-ending fight. 

               Everything becomes an issue and a cause of 

               conflict. My daughter is at her wits' end with this 



               problem. It is souring the atmosphere in their 

               home and getting worse the older Sheli gets.  

 

               Can you help?  

 

               Alan Flashman, M.D., child and adult psychiatrist 

               and pediatrician, responds:  

 

               Your very interesting and engaging letter 

               suggests that you and your daughter are heading 

               into an either-or kind of struggle that may not give 

               full justice to either of you.  

 

               You present the rather common "dilemma" of 

               grandparents who see overly liberal parents just 

               not setting the right "good-old" limits.  

 

               The question then gets backed into the narrow 

               corner of "More limits: Yes or no?"  

 

               There are lots of parental guidebooks that 

               rediscover "limits" and "parental authority," and if 

               you prefer your dilemma as stated, they will 

               explain to you (or even to your daughter) why 

               you are right.  

 

               But let me suggest a way that could give three 

               generations of women the space they deserve.  

 

               Lyn Mikel Brown and Carol Gilligan have written 

               an extraordinarily important book for mothers and 

               daughters - and grandmothers. Called Meeting at 

               the Crossroads (Harvard University Press, 1992), 

               it is easily available in paperback everywhere 

               except Israel.  

 

               The authors document how eight- and 

               nine-year-old girls seem to possess an 

               exceptional social understanding of the inner 

               views of everyone, especially themselves. Their 

               "inner voice," as the authors call it, is well 

               developed and robust. This is probably not news 

               to you.  

 

               What is new - and disturbing - is the loss of this 

               inner voice around the age of 11 or 12, Sheli's 

               age.  

 

               The authors demonstrate in many convincing 

               examples how girl after girl, interviewed over the 



               space of years, is far more certain of her own 

               "inner voice" at nine than she is at 14.  

 

               What happens in the interim is a preoccupation 

               with "pleasing" and adjusting herself to 

               expectations. This troubling book suggests that 

               Western society still exacts "adjustment" from 

               girls at the expense of being true to themselves.  

 

               If you, or other readers, are sure this is just more 

               feminist claptrap, head back to the "limits" books. 

               What I am about to write is not for everyone, and 

               it may not feel right for you. But I am looking for 

               some new ground here, and the going will not be 

               smooth.  

 

               YOU SEE, I want to invite you to consider Sheli's 

               mother's position.  

 

               She too was a "handful." For her, you point out, 

               "school discipline was much stricter," and home 

               and school agreed.  

 

               But at what cost? Is it possible that your daughter 

               let go of some of her "inner voice" in an effort to 

               fill the role expected of women, both at school 

               and at home?  

 

               Is it possible that she bears an inner sense of 

               wishing to do better for her daughter? Is she 

               perhaps trying to find a way to preserve Sheli's 

               inner voice better than she preserved her own?  

 

               Schools these days are poor partners in concern 

               for anyone's inner voice. Unfortunately, at this 

               time, in my experience only the rare school in 

               Israel would consider the matter relevant.  

 

               So your daughter is left trying to do better herself 

               while our society has not yet matured enough to 

               participate in the effort to preserve the inner voice 

               of 11-year-old-girls.  

 

               You have a great deal to contribute here.  

 

               It would, to my mind, be tragic if you limited your 

               role to simply diminishing your daughter's inner 

               voice as a mother. I have something much bigger 

               in mind for you.  

 



               I want you to invite your daughter to review her 

               own 12-year-old experience. You could read 

               Brown and Gilligan together: It was written for 

               mothers and daughters. You have the 

               opportunity to understand together to what extent 

               your daughter once felt pressed to relinquish her 

               inner voice. You can talk together about her 

               concerns for Sheli's inner voice.  

 

               You can find a place to respect these concerns, 

               and to perhaps recognize some "successes" in 

               your daughter's upbringing that may have been 

               won at unwarranted and unrecognized emotional 

               costs.  

 

               Within the context of such an intergenerational 

               dialogue, I think you can help your daughter 

               define the standards of which she feels 

               sufficiently sure. Then you can help her to work 

               at expressing her more confident presence with 

               Sheli while also giving attention to Sheli's inner 

               voice.  

 

               In short, I am suggesting that if you join your 

               daughter in creating a updated version of "limits" 

               that recognizes past side effects of "limits only," 

               you will have the emotional space that two - or 

               maybe three - generations of female "handfuls" 

               need, and deserve. 


